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Introduction

•A new operational global ocean reanalysis system (ORAS4) has been im-

plemented at ECMWF, spanning 1958 to present ([1], [4]).

•ORAS4 consists of one unperturbed and Ne = 4 perturbed ensemble

members.

•ORAS4 has been evaluated using various metrics, including comparisons

with non-assimilated observations, impact on seasonal forecast skill, and

robustness of prominent climate signals ([1], [2]).

•Observation-space assimilation diagnostics provide an additional metric

as described in this poster.

•Statistics of the innovations dbk (obs - bkg) and analysis residuals dak (obs

- ana), where k = 0, . . . , Ne, are used to assess:

1.The fit to the assimilated observations;

2.The statistical consistency of the background- and observation-error co-

variance specifications [3];

3.The adequacy of the ensemble spread.

Assimilation Diagnostics in Observation Space

1.Assimilation performance diagnostics for the unperturbed member:
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)2
⇒ innovation variance
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)2 ⇒ analysis residual variance

2.Consistency diagnostics for the unperturbed member:
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)
⇒ diagnosed obs-error variance
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d ⇒ diagnosed bkg-error variance
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d − A2 ⇒ diagnosed ana-error variance

3. Innovation ensemble variance:
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( · ) denotes average over a space/time domain.

Assimilation performance: ORAS4 vs Control
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•The innovation standard dev D from ORAS4 is at all times less than D

from a forced-only (no data assimilation) experiment (Control).

–The fit to temperature and salinity data in the forecast cycle is systematically better
in ORAS4 than in Control.

•The ensemble spread Be from ORAS4 is at all times less than Be from

Control.

–Data assimilation reduces the mean and time-variability of the spread particularly for
temperature in the well observed latter part of the period (impact of Argo).

Covariance Consistency Diagnostics I

•By construction, A =
√

R2
d −A2

d < Rd <
√

R2
d +B2

d = D.

•Rd is much smaller than the specified obs-error standard devs Rs.

–This is largely due to the artificial inflation of Rs for coastal observations.

•Seasonal variations in Bd and in the specified bkg-error standard devs Bs

are reasonably consistent.

–They are parameterized in Bs using the background estimate of dT/dz.

–Bd shows a decreasing trend in response to the increase in the number of observations
with time (grey); this feature is not captured by Bs.

•The ensemble spread Be is systematically less than Bd.

–The spread is affected by the strong relaxation to SST and the small ensemble size.

Covariance Consistency Diagnostics II

Rd/Rs for Temperature Bd/Bs for Temperature

•Rd/Rs is relatively stable in time, generally < 1 with smallest values near coasts, but
with some values > 1 in boundary current regions (representativeness error).

•Bd/Bs exhibits more time variation, generally > 1 in the early period, and, apart from
boundary current regions, generally < 1 in the last decade (impact of Argo).
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•Depth profile of Bs is reasonably consistent with Bd for temperature, but too large for
salinity especially in the upper 300m; Rs is too large at all depths for both variables.

Conclusions

•Observation-space assimilation diagnostics provide useful information for monitoring re-
analyses and highlighting deficiencies in the covariance specifications.

• In ORAS4 the background-error variances appear reasonably well parameterized, espe-
cially for T, while the observation-error variances are generally too large for all data
types (T and S profiles, as well as SLA (not shown)).

•The ensemble spread in ORAS4 is too small, suggesting that variance inflation and/or
improvements in the ensemble generation strategy will be necessary for the Ensemble
Variational assimilation (EnVar) system currently under development.
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